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Aims of the paper

• Analyse the concrete processes in which the reframing of 
development and the entrenchment of neoliberal practices has 
manifested in the institutional apparatus of UK ODA as they are 
related to the shifting commercial interests of domestic and 
international capital.

o Historical institutional approach to study continuities and change 
over time. 

• Some dimensions to be studied

o Organisational change in ODA

o Budget allocation

o Sources and modalities of development finance 

o DfID’s ‘business model’

o Financial reporting



Continuity and change the role of the private 
sector in British overseas development

• Long history of 
private sector 
involvement in 
British ODA.

• Qualitative changes 
in how ODA has 
interacted with the 
private sector as 
the institutional 
apparatus of British 
ODA has 
restructured over 
time.

• Embarking on a 
dramatic expansion
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Allocation of ODA to private sector development
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ODA and commercial interests of British 
Capital

• Commercial interests and private sector involvement have been part 
and parcel of UK ODA from the outset

o Concessional lending tied to procurement of goods from the UK

o Provision of export credit at favorable terms by private banks 
subsidised and guaranteed by government to win business from 
developing countries

• CDC (formerly the Colonial Development Corporation) at the heart 
of the promotion of British economic interests since 1948



• Established in 1948 with the “goal of augmenting the 

productive capacity of the colonies to provide food and 

raw materials to meet the pressing needs of post-war 

Britain”

• Subsequent reinterpretations:

• An agency for aid disbursement (investment in 

public sector projects) (1960s) investment 

selection and economic appraisal

• 1970s, increased focus on impact of investment –

rates of economic returns – goal of expanding UK 

export markets

• A means of invigorating the private sector in 

developing countries (1980s) through secured 

loans 

• 1999: partial privatisation CDC Group plc. formed 

with the aim of attracting wider sources of 

development finance

• Increases equities financing for the private sector 

in developing countries



CDC investments
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CDC: 

• 2012, government purchases private equity in CDC to become the 
sole shareholder and embarks on a programme of reform and 
expansion of CDC activities.

o (Re)rise of CDC as the UK’s main development finance institution

• Commonwealth Development Corporation Act 2017 –increases the 
level of financial support that the government can invest through 
CDC. 
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Expenditures by the Corporate Performance 
Department
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Corporatising DFID

• DFID restructuring

o Institutional entrenchment of neoliberal development

o Financial interests and logic

̶ Evaluation of financial and corporate performance

̶ Promotion of equity financing

̶ Transformation of the balance sheet and accounting 
conventions

o Introduction of payment by results and development impact 
bonds

̶ Further entrenches the financialised approach to development



Payment by Results and DIBs

• DFID commitment to Payment by Results (PbR): PbR 2014 strategy and 
HMG 2015 aid strategy

• Since 2010, DFID manages directly or through other funds/NGOs a 
portfolio of PbR projects to create the evidence base for PbR development 
finance (Clist, 2017)

• Rationale for use of PbR provided by contract theory – PbR policies 
determined by quality of performance measure, risks and (dis)alignment of 
objectives between recipient and donor (Clist and Dercon, 2014)

• DFID Economic Strategy 2017 commits to explore the use of a specific PbR
financing tool: Development Impact Bonds (DIBs)

• DIBs are new tools to attract private investors in development and 
promote public-private partnerships – important at a time of shifting 
political narrative, funding gap to deliver SDGs, reduction in conventional 
financing mechanisms 

• Use of PbR and DIBs shows how performance-based development hinges 
on the creation of financing mechanisms through which private actors can 
make development profitable


